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CLINTON P. ANDERSON
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Senator Clinton P. Anderson's Library Legacy
Marianne R. Tyndall

I

t was a spring afternoon in the late 1940S when a tall man with intelligent
eyes emerged smiling from an Albuquerque bookstore. He had just received some exciting news from the shopkeeper: A collection of over two
thousand books was recently rediscovered in a family attic in a small southwestern town. The collection had been stored away in the late nineteenth

century and surely contained volumes of historical import. He threw a pair
of coveralls and a flashlight into his car and sped off in search of the ancient
library. After driving for several hours under a cloudless New Mexico sky, the
man found himself standing on the family's doorstep. He eagerly pressed the
bell, but was denied access due to the lateness of the houL The man returned
at dawn and spent the next several hours paging through volume after volume
of southwestern history.
This enthusiasm would become a trademark for the gentleman whom the
public would later recognize as New Mexico senator Clinton P. Anderson.
Picturing the esteemed politician sitting on an attic floor, wearing coveralls
and covered in dust may be difficult to imagine, but Anderson was in his
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element. Of this foray, one of many adventures that he experienced as a book
collector, Anderson would later reflect that the "night of waiting to see the
library untouched for 50 years was the worst I ever spent."! As one of the most
active collectors of the twentieth century, the late senator acquired thousands
of volumes, the majority ofwhich are devoted to the history of the American
West. Anderson generously bequeathed his private library, including his entire book collection, personal papers, and correspondence, to the University
of New Mexico. Housed in the Center for Southwest Research in the university's General Library, the Anderson Manuscript Collection2 also holds many
political papers, documents, and correspondence pertaining to his service in
the U.S. Congress. As a result, this collection contains a wealth of primary
research material for students and scholars from many disciplines.
In an article written for the Antiquarian Bookman,
, Anderson investigated
the impetus behind his collecting and concluded that he "just likes books."3
This humble treatise belied the passion -a fervor that was seen repeatedly in
his personal life as well as in the public arena -Anderson broughtto all of his
endeavors. Those familiar with Anderson's career regard him as an accomplished journalist, a shrewd businessman, and, first and foremost, an honest
politician. However, few knew him as a book collector. As Anderson achieved
success in each vocation, his private library grew in response to his changing
interests. An initial fascination with poetry evolved into a focus on New Mexico
history, an interest that later grew into a hunger for Western Americana. While
a New Mexico senator, Anderson also generated an impressive selection of
books on subjects related to the congressional decisions he made. In addition, Anderson gathered more than one thousand volumes by and about the
presidents under whom he served and actively pursued signed copies. 4 The
presidential collection contains hundreds of rare and out-of-print volumes,
many of which are autographed. This paper will explore the late senator's
devotion to his adopted state of New Mexico and his passion for book collecting, and will discuss how both were driving forces in his professional and his
private life.
Although his mother hoped her son would become a Baptist preacher,
young Anderson was initially unsure about what calling he should pursue.
He began taking classes in 1913 at Dakota Wesleyan University, a small college in his hometown of Mitchell, South Dakota, to acquaint himself with
various vocations. Before long Anderson realized he was drawn to journalism,
and he enrolled in the newly founded journalism school at the University of
Michigan. Less than a year later, he was hired by the New York Daily Sun. As
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Anderson prepared to move east, his father broke his back and became linable to provide for his family. Anderson decided to move back to his hometown where he soon acquired a position with the Mitchell (South Dakota)
Daily Republican. He remained with the local newspaper until he was diagnosed with tuberculosis at the age of twenty-twoS
By the early decades ofthe twentieth century, high altitude and arid climate
had long been considered curative agents for tuberculosis. 6 New Mexico,
Arizona, and Colorado were veritable hot spots for persons stricken with the
disease, and through a family friend Anderson secured a bed at the Methodist sanitarium in Albuquerque, New Mexico. When he arrived in October

1917, however, the sanitarium was full, and he was forced to sit in the waiting room for several hours until one of the other patients succumbed to the
illness and a bed became available. 7 Severely ill by the time of his arrival,
Anderson's initial prognosis was less than hopeful; doctors doubted that he
would recover. Inspired by the words of a veteran "lunger," who said, "worrying kills more patients than TB itself ever did," the young Anderson resolutely determined not to let the disease get the better of him. s Anderson
maintained that this advice saved his life more than any doctor's counsel at
the time. Evelyn May, Anderson's sister, also diagnosed with tuberculosis,
joined her brother and the throng of health seekers who sought refuge in
New Mexico's "well-country." Whereas Anderson slowly recovered during
his yearlong stay, Evelyn May struggled for many years before she finally surrendered to the disease. 9
Anderson continued to write throughout his convalescence. Although
fatigue prevented him from physically holding a book, much less anything
heavier, Anderson devised a pulley system to suspend his typewriter from the
ceiling, creating a makeshift desk from which he could read and write in
bed. 1o Perhaps influenced by the introspection that comes with a serious illness, Anderson became interested in poetry and spent considerable time reading and writing verse. Eventually, his attention turned toward his disease and
he contributed articles and poetry to the Herald of the Well Country,1I a paper that circulated among the local tuberculosis hospitals.1 2 Anderson was appointed associate editor of the small paper in December 1918.13 As his health
improved, Anderson continued to seek inspiration through the works of other
people and consciously began to collect volumes of verse I4 When Anderson
later developed a column dedicated to book reviews, the weekly commentary
required an ongoing search for quality books. 15 Anderson's private library was
thus first established with volumes of prose and poetry.
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Anderson intended to return to the Midwest following his recovery, but
the Albuquerque Herald, a small paper with a modest circulation, hired the
young journalist for a temporary position. Less than three years later, Anderson was reporting on local politics from the state capitol and serving as the
editor of the largest local newspaper, the Albuquerque Journal. While covering the then Republican-dominated New Mexico State Legislature in Santa
Fe, Anderson first began to identify with Democratic issues. 16 He also became
interested in the political history of New Mexico and sought to understand
the relationships between Native Americans, Hispanos, and Anglos. That
fascination for New Mexico history would remain with Anderson for the rest
of his life.
When Anderson married Henrietta McCartney in June 1922, he had already decided to forego the newspaper business in favor ofa more stable career.
Anderson joined the New Mexico Loan and Mortgage Company and used
his savings to buy into the business. He became their top employee within a
year, generating the largest revenue the company had seen. After two years,
Anderson was able to buy the company outright. The renamed Clinton P.
Anderson Agency specialized in highway contract bonds, becoming the first
insurance company in New Mexico to do soY The financial freedom that
Anderson attained from his business enabled him simultaneously to pursue
a political career. As Anderson became more involved in the political fray, he
relied on a staff of trusted employees to run the agency in his absence.
In 1933 Anderson received his first political appointment as state treasurer
of New Mexico. This short-term appointment led to a federal position with
the Emergency ReliefAdministration under Harry Hopkins in 1935. 18 Initially
hired as the state director in New Mexico, Anderson was soon promoted to
field coordinator for the western states. The new responsibilities required that
he spend the majority of his time in San Francisco. While away from home,
Anderson developed a daily routine to counter the stress of his position. To
relieve tension, he sought refuge in neighborhood bookstores, and, perhaps
out of a longing for New Mexico, he browsed through books pertaining to the
Southwest 19 In a California bookstore Anderson first realized the preponderance ofliterature written about the American West, and began slowly to add
to both his knowledge and his library.
Upon his election to the U.S. Congress as a New Mexico representative
in 1941, Anderson became a familiar figure in the many bookstores in Washington, D.C., where his family maintained a second home. He continued to
haunt these establishments as a senator, a twenty-five year career that began
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in 1948. Anderson also patronized local bookstores wherever he traveled, seeking first editions, presentation and autographed copies, and volumes with
exceptional bindings. Before long Anderson exhausted the inventories of
new and used bookstores alike. He had acquired hundreds ofvolumes on the
history and prehistory of New Mexico, including many scholarly monographs
of anthropological and archaeological significance. Subjects related to the
natural history and geology of the greater Southwest were another focal point,
in addition to documents and volumes that pertained to the Spanish presence in New Mexico. As he sat in neighborhood shops surrounded by books
of western lore and history, Anderson soon became a familiar sight to booksellers around the country.
Although Anderson pursued these interests for personal enrichment, they
would prove invaluable throughout his career, shaping many ofthe ideas and
goals he presented to Congress. As private and political interests converged,
Anderson applied his knowledge of New Mexico's past to argue for a promising future. A comprehensive understanding of New Mexico's natural resources led to Anderson's staunch support of several powerful congressional
acts. During his tenure, Senator Anderson was a primary supporter of both
the Gila Wilderness AdO and the Navajo Dam Project. zl His profound knowledge of New Mexico's history and resources was vital to his political view, and
the passage of the two congressional acts was due in large part to Anderson's
erudite rhetoric on the Senate floor.
By the time Anderson began gathering materials relating to Western Americana, the business of collecting books and documents had been practiced for
many years. Rare and valuable books chronicling development west of the
Mississippi River were in high demand by historians and booksellers as early
as the mid-nineteenth century. The historian Hubert H. Bancroft acquired
over sixty thousand books and manuscripts during the second half of the nineteenth century.zz As his career advanced from bookselling to publishing, books
and other written materials remained a constant in Bancroft's life. His initial
interest in California history developed into an extensive collection dedicated to the history of Mexico and western North America. This massive, rich
collection is now housed at the Bancroft Library located on the Berkeley
campus of the University of California 23
Wealthy industrial magnates also sought to build their own collections at
this time. Henry E. Huntington, a self-made businessman, used his capital
to begin collecting in the late nineteenth century.Z4 By the early twentieth
century Huntington amassed an unprecedented collection including travel
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literature, works by British and American authors, and documents dealing
with the American Southwest 25 Unlike many of his contemporaries, Huntington envisioned his collection as the foundation for a research library and
collected materials that he anticipated would be of scholarly interest 26 That
dream was realized in 1926, when the Henry E. Huntington library opened
to the public on the family estate in San Marino, California. Huntington also
provided funding for the maintenance of the library into the twentieth century. Today, the Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery continues to
draw scholars and students from around the world.
After 1920 an extraordinary movement of books and other printed material occurred in the United States as individual buyers sought the rare and the
valuable. In addition to the libraries of Bancroft and Huntington, numerous
other private collections were established during the early decades of the
twentieth century. Private collecting reached its zenith between 1920 and
1960, and Anderson joined the ranks of the many historians, booksellers, and
scholars who sought Western Americana. While many prominent collectors
hired agents to track down rare and valuable materials, Anderson jumped at
the chance to explore damp basements and crawl around dusty attics. In anticipation of these welcome forays, coveralls and a flashlight became permanent
gear in the trunk of his car. For the man who would become one of the most
esteemed senators in congressional history, the discovery of a forgotten library
gave Anderson untold satisfaction.
That enthusiasm most likely persuaded John and Mary Steck to entrust
Anderson with the papers of one of their ancestors. Anderson first contacted
the Steck family in the 1940S to view a pair of silver goblets that had once
belonged to Dr. Michael Steck, an Indian agent to the Mescalero Apaches
in southeastern New Mexico between 1852 and 1863z7 Anderson's initial interest was in the names of prominent Spaniards engraved on the cups. His inquisitive nature soon prompted the family to show him a trunk full of Dr.
Steck's personal papers. Anderson communicated his excitement to borderlands historian George P. Hammond: "I have been prowling through a trunk
which has not been opened since about 1870.... I have been very much
interested in the documents and in the diaries that are there."28
The Steck documents proved to be of historical value, containing correspondence and business papers regarding Steck's tenure as an Indian agent
and as the New Mexico superintendent of Indian affairs between 1863 and

1865. Ofparticular significance is a hand-written translation into English of an
1838 French translation of Narrative of the Expedition of Cibola Undertaken
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in 1540 originally written in Spanish by Pedro de Castefieda de Nagera. 29 Rather
than have the material languish in an attic for another seventy years, Anderson contemplated buying the papers outright. On behalf of the Steck family,
Anderson eventually secured the family papers for the University of New
Mexico with the understanding that he would have initial access to the documents for research purposes. 3D
The transfer of the Steck materials to the University of New Mexico's
General Library, finalized in 1949, transpired at a time when the market for
historical documents saw the emergence of a new breed of book collector.
Throughout the 1950S university libraries across the nation began to establish
special collections departments. These departments became repositories for
historical materials of every medium. A concomitant increase in the development ofgraduate programs placed photographs, documents, and other primary resources in unprecedented demand by the academic world. Although
the University of New Mexico did not officially establish a special collections department until December 1950, Anderson's awareness of the rising
interest in university libraries for rare and valuable materials may have encouraged his arrangement for securing the Steck papers. Acknowledging
Anderson's role and generosity, University of New Mexico librarian David O.
Kelley wrote, "We appreciate your continuing interest in the collections of
the University Library.... It is a personal pleasure to know that the Library
has a friend in Washington who knows and appreciates libraries, and who is
a book collector."31
The University of New Mexico was not the only academic agency to regard Anderson with such esteem. Retaining strong loyalties to institutions he
once attended, Anderson occasionally sought to acquire specific documents
for a particular archive. Such was the case when Anderson purchased a trunk
of papers for two hundred dollars in 1943. 32 The documents, pertaining to

Jedediah Strong Smith, a member of the pioneering Smith family, were to be
donated to the Friends of the Middle Border (FMB), an association affiliated
with Dakota Wesleyan University. Anderson, aware that the organization was
developing a collection devoted to the Smith family, explained to the owner
of the trunk at the time of purchase: "I am, of course, buying these for eventual gift to the Friends of the Middle Border museum at Mitchell, South
Dakota, because it seems to me appropriate that they should be preserved
there for all time."33
Leland Case, a business associate ofAnderson and an avid member of the
FMB, facilitated the financial transaction and offered to house the Smith
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documents until the organization could build adequate housing for the valuable materials. This temporary provision stretched to years, as funding for
a secure, fireproof building proved difficult to obtain. Despite the delay,
Anderson continued to regard the FMB as the recipientofhis geI~erosity. In
1956 Anderson was shocked to learn that Case had donated the Smith materials to the College of the Pacific, an institution in Stockton, California. In
a subsequent deluge of correspondence, Anderson made clear to all involved
that the transaction not only ignored his original intent but also violated the
integrity of the donor-recipient relationship.J4
Case and the College of the Pacific appealed to Anderson that the
California institution, having an already impressive collection of pioneer
memorabilia in addition to a secure facility, would be a more appropriate
repository for the Smith documents. Anderson responded to the director of
the California Historical Foundation, an agency affiliated with the college
in Stockton, that he had "acquired the J. Smith material for the purpose of
helping to start a J. Smith collection in South Dakota at a school which I
had attended." Anderson explained, "The material went into the hands of
Leland Case, temporarily, who said he wanted to use it for a little while.
Thirteen years later it is still in his possession, and then I read that Leland
Case has donated some material to the College of the Pacific."J5 Although
Anderson was adamant that the materials be returned to the organization
for which they had been intended, the FMB still lacked proper housing,
and the Smith documents were relocated to the Library of Congress in
Washington, D.C.
Anderson's personal papers reflected his desire to preserve rare and valuable documents. His interest in the nineteenth century, the period in which
he most collected, coincided with the rising interest of institutions to create
historical collections on that same period. J6 One way to satisfy this objective
lay in the realm of publishing. In November 1949 Anderson outlined a plan
to Thomas L. Popejoy, then president of the University of New Mexico, to
establish a historical fund for the publication of volumes dedicated to the
history of the American SouthwestY The fund would be maintained with
fees from speeches and addresses made by the senator, as was the custom for
those in political office. Although Anderson had never before charged a fee
for public speaking, he suggested that his office schedule such appearances
provided that the fee was paid to the publication fund. Anderson further outlined his plans: "My thought has been that I would like to do a little series of
western publications and that if you do this book or whatever book you may
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do that it be listed as No.1 in a series of western publications or publications
dealing with New Mexico."38
The impetus for Anderson's ambitious proposal came while he was engaged in personal research concerning the Fremont Expedition to California in 1848-1849. Anderson became aware of a manuscript written by Micajah
McGehee and drawn from his journal entries while he was a member of the
Fremont expedition. Although efforts to find a published version in libraries
and bookstores were fruitless, Anderson finally located a copy through a McGehee descendent,39 Upon reading the manuscript, Anderson realized the
potential for such a work to be preserved in book form and began efforts to
pursue its publication.
The resulting arrangement for the publication of the McGehee manuscript also involved the participation of the University of New Mexico Press.
Anderson agreed to secure permission from the McGehee relatives and contribute the foreword to the finished work. E. B. Mann, director of the university press, anticipated minimal editing, for McGehee had apparently
restructured his diary into manuscript format after his arrival in California. 40
Unexpected complications arose, however, as the press editor noticed extensive similarities between the narrative and a work by Lieutenant Emory, who
had made a similar sojourn prior to McGehee's experience.
To measure the degree to which McGehee had relied on Emory's prose,
Anderson attempted to acquire McGehee's unedited diary. Requests to examine the original, however, went unheeded by McGehee's relatives, and
Anderson's efforts to create a public record of Micajah's adventures were
never realized. Anderson received a final letter from the University of New
Mexico Press regarding the McGehee project in 1957. While moving offices,
the press came across the manuscript, which "our practically non existent
[sic] records indicate was presented to us by yoU."41 The work was returned
to Anderson without formality and is now part of the Anderson Manuscript
Collection housed in the Center for Southwest Research at the University of
New Mexico.
Anderson's desire to publish, a vestige ofhis journalism career, manifested
itself for the first time during the late 193os. In 1939, Anderson was appointed
director of the New Mexico Coronado Cuarto Centennial Commission
(CCCC).4Z Although the position was unpaid, Anderson became heavily
involved in the commission's activities, including the publications of the
Coronado Historical Series and the Bandelier SeriesY This important project enlisted many prominent authors and historians of the day to study the
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significant events that had shaped New Mexico history since 1540. The commission designed a plan to facilitate the publication of as many as twelve
volumes in the Coronado Series and three in the Bandelier Series. To this
end, a revolving fund was created; proceeds from previous volumes would
support the printing of the successive ones. Anderson was particularly influential in preparing the Bandelier Series for publication, having previously
acquired many of Adolf F. A. Bandelier's titles for his own collection 44
In addition, the CCCC also sponsored research excursions to Mexico to
study cultural traditions that were brought north during the Spanish colonial
period and are now part of New Mexico's heritage. Field representatives were
sent to collect materials on folklore, costume, music, and dance. Anderson,
well versed in New Mexico's Spanish history, was an advisor to Gilberto Miera,
who was sent to Mexico in 1939 to gather information. 45 Anderson's extensive
knowledge of New Mexico history, the result of many years of personal research, was invaluable to the CCCC. Although he officially resigned as the
director in November 1939, Anderson continued to influence its decisions
and remained an active participant in all aspects of the Cuarto Centennial. 46
In the early 1940S, Anderson became interested in publishing once again.
An avid reader of the New Mexico Historical Review (NMHR) Anderson
noted that several articles, which had been published in several previous issues,
could be compiled suitably into an edited volume. 47 Anderson anticipated
that this volume, dedicated to the secessionist movement in New Mexico
during the mid-nineteenth century, would be the first in a series of thematic
compilations. Anderson received encouragement from Lansing B. Bloom,
the editor of the NMHR at the time, who extended the cooperation of the
University of New Mexico Press. Despite the positive reception, a compilation of previously published articles was never printed. 48
Anderson pursued a different role with the NMHR less than a year later,
this time as a contributing author. "Historical Society Minutes, 1859-1963,"
an article published in the July 1943 issue, caught Anderson's attention. In a
footnote, author Lansing B. Bloom questioned the dimensions of the Palace
of the Governors in Santa Fe as it stood in the mid-1800s. 49 At the time Anderson was conducting research for an ambitious project envisioned to cover
New Mexico history between 1859 and 1950 and tentatively entitled "A Century in Cibola." 50 He intended to use primary sources, and to this end he
acquired numerous papers of territorial and state governors, nineteenth-century maps, and a wealth of other materials dating to the nineteenth century.5!
Anderson realized that the answer to Bloom's query lay in Anderson's own
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formidable collection. Drawing from the papers of territorial governor William G. Ritch,52 Territorial Secretary Herman H. Heath,53 and U.S. Attorney
William W. H. Davis,54 all of whom held government offices during the 1800s,
Anderson outlined repair and restoration plans for the Palace throughout the
mid-nineteenth century. The resulting article, "The Adobe Palace," published by the NMHR in April 1944,5l addressed particular structural changes
that may have contributed to Bloom's previous reservations about the building's dimensions. To illustrate these modifications, the article also included
several architectural diagrams of the Palace. The original documents are
housed in Anderson's collection. 56
The complementary desires to publish and to provide historical materials for future generations were logical extensions of Anderson's lifelong passion for collecting. Although the majority of the documents and papers that
Anderson acquired were for personal research, his actions were also guided
by his desire to assist students and scholars. He explained, "[AI]though I may
eventually try to utilize the material myself, I intend to take my notes in such
a fashion that they can be used by any subsequent historical writer ... and
then to leave the original in the University of New Mexico Library where
scholars of the future may look at it." 57 As his library expanded, Anderson
began slowly to divest himself of various books and documents that might
benefit others. A pattern of donations, initially established in the early 1940s,
set precedents for the role Anderson would eventually fill as a cultural benefactor to the University of New Mexico.
The senator made his first contribution to the university in 1941. 58 In February of that year, the library received a tabulation of annual National Defense contracts and expenditures for New Mexico. Anderson's donation was
accompanied by correspondence stating that if "such information is of interest to you, please let me know and I will send these notices on to you as I
receive them."59 This unsolicited action began a relationship between Anderson and the university that would span over thirty years.
As a U.S. representative to Congress, Anderson made a second home in
Washington, D.C., in 1941. The distance between the capital and New Mexico,
however, did not hinder a consistent influx of books and documents to the
University of New Mexico Library. In December 1945, Anderson donated
his personal thirty-nine-volume set of The Writings of George Washington,
fulfilling a request made by Arthur McAnally, UNM Librarian. 60 In addition, Anderson pursued the procurement of the Congressional Serial Set for
the library in 1946.61 The willingness to seek out such resources on behalf
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of the library integrated two ofAnderson's primary interests at the time. The
collector who "just likes books" was drawn to the challenge of acquiring
rare and valuable materials, while the forward-thinking politician considered the benefits an enriched library would bestow on New Mexican students and scholars.
Anderson continued his patronage of the university library throughout his
Congressional career. Between January 1947 and December 1948, Anderson
donated 1,064 volumes of historical, literary, and government publications.
The donated volumes included complete sets of Charles Dickens and Jane
Austen, numerous travel books, and records of congressional hearings on war,
agriculture, public lands, and economic conditions 62 The largess of Anderson's gift prompted interviews with several local and regional newspapers.
When asked why he chose the University of New Mexico, he responded, "I
was afraid they would get lost and l.know no other place where they would
be put to better use than our own state University."63
Over the next two years Anderson donated 1,128 additional volumes from
his personallibrary.64 The University of New Mexico regents formally recognized Anderson's contributions in 1950, commemorating his generosity with
a framed certificate. Throughout the next two decades Anderson invariably
appeared as an individual donor in the library section of the university's annual report. In 1964 Anderson was the guest speaker at the first meeting of the
Friends of the Libraries organization, where he discussed his passion for the
printed word. 65

In the late 1960s the Anderson Room was created for reader use and dedicated to the preservation of Anderson's collection of Western Americana.
Previously known as the Hispanic Room for its collection of books on Spain,
Portugal, and Latin America, the facility was renamed to honor Anderson's
ongoing and generous patronage. Housed in the west wing of the University
of New Mexico's Zimmerman Library, the Anderson Room was a comfortable escape from the general stacks, offering a warm atmosphere replete with
leather furniture and a fireplace in the traditional southwestern style. Anderson made several large donations of source material in preparation for the
opening, including one contribution of seventy-eight cartons. 66 In addition,
the library sought to acquire other volumes to supplement the books from
Anderson's collection. On 1 October 1968 the Anderson Room officially
opened for patron use. 67 When Anderson retired from the U.S. Senate and
returned to Albuquerque in 1972, he made his largest single donation to the
University ofNew Mexico. Over a period ofseveral months, he gave more than
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THE ANDERSON READING ROOM, REMODELED IN THE MID-196os BY
STEVENS, MALLORY, PEARL, AND CAMBELL ARCHITECTS, DESIGNER OF
RECORD GEORGE CLAYTON PEARL

(Photograph courtesy of Stevens, Mallory, Pearl, and Cambell Architects,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.)

thirty-five hundred items including books, serials, government publications,
reports, and microfilm. 68
Clinton P. Anderson died 11 November 1975, but each year his legacy survives to benefit thousands ofstudents and scholars whose research brings them
to the Anderson Reading Room. In a final bequest to the University of New
Mexico, a substantial monetary sum was provided to build and maintain in
perpetuity the collection that took Anderson a lifetime to acquire. A portion of
Anderson's last gift also provides for the Clinton P. Anderson Fellowship, an
award granted to a University of New Mexico graduate student enrolled in a
course of study related to the history and culture of the Southwest.
Henrietta M. Anderson continued the patronage of her late husband into
the final decade of the twentieth century. In 1992 the University ofNew Mexico
Library received a collection of forty-two hundred items. This generous gift
consisted of books, documents, and pamphlets relating to New Mexico and
the Southwest, in addition to archival materials and memorabilia acquired
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by the senator during his congressional career. 69 The same year, the Anderson Reading Room was renovated by George C. Pearl to accommodate an
increasing number of patrons. 70 The prominent wooden tables and chairs
remain faithful to the original character, and the room retains a comfortable yet studious atmosphere.
Today, the Anderson Reading Room stands as a tribute to the senator
whose allegiance to New Mexico is legendary. As the reference and reading
room for all of the collections housed in the Center for Southwest Research,
it is used to view materials from the Manuscripts, Photoarchives, Oral History,
Thomas Bell, University Archives, Robb Archive of Southwestern Music
and Folklore, and Meem Architecture collections. The University of New
Mexico Library continues to acquire relevant materials pertaining to New
Mexico and the American West for the Center for Southwest Research and,
by doing so, honors Anderson's commitment to New Mexico's past and its
future. Currently, plans for on-line access to the inventory ofAnderson's Manuscript Collection are in place, and scholars from around the world will soon
be able to view the scope and content of this extensive collection.
To say that Clinton P. Anderson was a book collector is akin to saying that
Merriwether Lewis was an explorer. The simple truth of this statement understates the passion and tenacity that went into Anderson's collecting or
Lewis's exploring. In reality, Anderson was as much an explorer as a collector
of books, seeking rare and valuable volumes in both bookstores and private
collections. This sense of adventure lured the late senator to a small New
Mexico town over fifty years ago. Since his first experience in a dusty attic,
Anderson paged through countless more volumes with the same enthusiasm
characteristic ofhis public career and his private life. For the boy whose mother
had hoped he would become a preacher, Anderson's legacy is a testament to
our responsibility to nourish the mind as well as the soul.
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